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Unit  Pacing  Essential  
Questions  

Enduring  
Understandings  Content  Skills  Assessment  NJSLS   CPI  Interdisciplinary  

Connections  
Unit   I  

 
Native  

Americans  

5   weeks  How   does   the  
abundance   or   lack  
of   natural   resources  
affect   interactions  
between   people   in  
the   past   and  
present?  
 
How   do   natural  
resources   determine  
the   migration   and  
settlement   patterns  
of   people?  
 
What   is   culture?  
 
How   does   the  
environment   shape  
how   we   live?  

Indigenous  
societies   in   the  
Western  
Hemisphere  
migrated   and  
changed   in  
response   to   the  
physical  
environment.  
 
Natural   resources  
impact   the  
economic,   social,  
political   and  
cultural   practices  
of   societies   of   the  
world.  

How   the   first  
people   arrived   in  
the   Americas.  
 
How   the   Native  
Americans   adapted  
to   their  
environment.  
 
Characteristics   of  
Native   American  
cultural   regions.  
 
How   culture   is  
defined.  
 
The   beliefs,   values,  
and   behaviors   of  
Native   American  
groups   shape   their  
way   of   life.  
 
Key   terms:   
culture,   adaptation,  
migration,  
environment,  
settlement   patterns,  
cultural   regions,  
geography,   natural  
resources.  
 
Primary   Sources:  
-TCI   Lesson   2:  
Recording   Lakota  

Apply   map  
skills   to  
analyze   the  
world   in  
spatial   terms.  
 
Evaluate   how  
natural  
resources  
affect   people  
and   their  
culture.  
 
Analyze  
Native  
American  
groups   and  
their   ways   of  
life.  

Formative   (FA1):  
Short   answer  
questions   about   the  
effect   of   natural  
resources.  
 
Summative:  
(CA1A)  
Multiple   choice,  
fill-in   and   labeling  
questions   on   the  
early   American  
migration,  
environments,   and  
natural   resources.  
 
Summative:  
(CA1B)  
Claim,   Evidence  
Reasoning   (CER)  
on   effective  
adaptations   by  
Native   Americans  
using   available  
natural   resources.  
 
Alternative  
Assessment:   
-Research   different  
Native   American  
tribes   on   the   basis  
of   gender   roles,  
religious   practices,  
political   systems,  

6.1.8.B.1.a  
Describe   migration  
patterns   of   Native  
American   groups,   and  
explain   how   these  
patterns   affected  
interactions   in   different  
regions   of   the   Western  
hemisphere.  
 
6.1.8.B.1.b   Analyze   the  
world   in   spatial   terms  
(e.g.,   longitude,  
latitude)   using  
historical   maps   to  
determine   what   led   to  
the   exploration   of   new  
water   and   land   routes.  
 
6.1.8.D.1.a  
Compare   and   contrast  
gender   roles,   religion,  
values,   cultural  
practices,   and   political  
systems   of   Native  
American   groups.  
 
 

RI.5.4 -  
Determine   the  
meaning   of  
general   academic  
and  
domain-specific  
words   and  
phrases   in   a   text  
relevant   to   a  
grade   5   topic   or  
subject   area.  
 
8.2.5.A.4  
Compare   and  
contrast   how  
technologies   have  
changed   over  
time   due   to  
human   needs   and  
economic,  
political   and/or  
cultural  
influences.  
(Indicated  
through  
development   of  
tools   for   meeting  
basic   needs   [food,  
clothing,  
shelter]).   
 
9.3.12.ED.5  
Demonstrate  
group  

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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History   (Winter  
Count)  
-Traveling   Trunks  
(Optional)  
-Famous   Quotes  

and   values   and  
compare   and  
contrast   them   in   a  
format   that   best  
shows   these  
comparisons.  
-Write   a   paragraph  
explaining   how   the  
first   people   arrived  
in   the   Americas  
using   domain  
specific   vocabulary.  
-Analyze   primary  
sources  
 

collaboration  
skills   to   enhance  
professional  
education   and  
training   practice.   
 
CRP4.  
Communicate  
clearly   and  
effectively   and  
with   reason.  
 
CRP11.   Use  
technology   to  
enhance  
productivity.  
 
LS2.A:  
Interdependent  
Relationships   in  
Ecosystems  

 

Unit  Pacing  Essential   Questions  Enduring  
Understandings  Content  Skills  Assessment  NJSLS   CPI  Interdisciplinary  

Connections  
Unit   II  

 
When   Three  
Worlds   Meet  

8   weeks  How   do   maps   and  
globes   reflect  
history,   politics,   and  
economics?  
 
What   are   the  
consequences   when  
cultures   interact?  
 
How   does  
geography   of   a  
region   contribute   to  

The   movement   of  
people,   goods,   and  
ideas   causes  
societies   to   change  
over   time.  

Reasons   Europeans  
explored   and  
colonized   the  
Americas.  
 
Advances   in  
technology   and  
how   those   played   a  
role   in   European  
exploration.  
 
Land   claims   in   the  
Americas   made   by  

Apply   map  
skills   to  
analyze   the  
world   in  
spatial   terms.  
 
Analyze   the  
effects   of  
European  
exploration.  
 
Evaluate   the  
impact   of  

Formative   (FA2):  
Open   ended  
response   on   long  
term   effects   of  
European  
exploration   of   the  
Americas.  
 
Summative  
(CA2A):  
Choice   research  
project   on   the  

6.1.8.B.1.b  
Analyze   the   world   in  
spatial   terms   (e.g.,  
longitude,   latitude)  
using   historical  
maps   to   determine  
what   led   to   the  
exploration   of   new  
water   and   land  
routes.  
 
6.1.8.C.1.a  

W.5.1.b -   Provide  
logically   ordered  
reasons   that   are  
supported   by   facts  
and   details.  
 
RI.5.1-   Quote  
accurately   from   a  
text   when  
explaining   what  
the   text   says  
explicitly   and  
when   drawing  

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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its   settlement   and  
development?  
 
How   do   new   ideas  
change   the   way  
people   live?  
 
How   did  
exploration   shape  
societies?  
 
How   did   the  
Columbian  
Exchange   impact   the  
world?  
 
Why   do   empires  
fall?  

different   European  
countries.   
 
Consequences   of  
interactions  
between   the  
Europeans   and   the  
Native   Americans.  
 
The   Columbian  
Exchange   created   a  
global   connection  
between   the   eastern  
and   western  
hemispheres.  
 
Key   terms:   
New   World,   Age   of  
Exploration,  
technology,   trade  
routes,   contagious  
diseases,   sponsor,  
explorer,   slavery.  
 
Key   People:  
Christopher  
Columbus.  
 
Key   Places:   
Countries   pertinent  
to   European  
Exploration,  
Continents   and  
Oceans.  
 
Primary   Sources:  
-Columbus   Diary  

interactions  
between  
Africans,  
Europeans,  
and   Native  
Americans.-  
ACM.  
 
Evaluate   the  
impact   of   the  
Columbian  
Exchange   from  
different  
perspectives.  
 
 

consequences   of   the  
Age   of   Exploration.  
 
Summative  
(CA2B):  
Claim,   Evidence  
Reasoning   (CER)   on  
the   impact   of   the  
Columbian  
Exchange   on   today’s  
world.  
 
Alternative  
Assessment:   
- Label   a   map   of   the  
European   countries  
involved   in  
European  
exploration   and   the  
bodies   of   water   that  
were   crossed.  
-Identify   the  
locations   of   land  
claims   in   the  
Americas   by   the  
Europeans.  
-Show   your  
understanding   of   the  
Columbian  
Exchange.  
-Identify   a  
technological  
innovation   used   by  
Europeans   and  
evaluate   its   impact  
on   exploration.  
-Analyze   primary  

Evaluate   the   impact  
of   science,   religion,  
and   technology  
innovations   on  
European  
exploration.  
 
6.1.8.C.1.b  
Explain   why  
individuals   and  
societies   trade,   how  
trade   functions,   and  
the   role   of   trade  
during   this   period.  
 
6.1.8.D.1.b   Explain  
how   interactions  
among   African,  
European,   and  
Native   American  
groups   began   a  
cultural  
transformation.  
 
6.1.8.D.1.c   Evaluate  
the   impact   of   the  
Columbian  
Exchange   on  
ecology,   agriculture,  
and   culture   from  
different  
perspectives.  
 
 

inferences   from  
the   text.  
 
8.2.5.A.4  
Compare   and  
contrast   how  
technologies   have  
changed   over  
time   due   to  
human   needs   and  
economic,  
political   and/or  
cultural  
influences.  
(Indicated  
through  
development   of  
tools   for  
navigation).  
 
9.3.12.ED.2  
Demonstrate  
effective   oral,  
written   and  
multimedia  
communication   in  
multiple   formats  
and   contexts.  
 
9.3.12.ED.5  
Demonstrate  
group  
collaboration  
skills   to   enhance  
professional  
education   and  
training   practice.  

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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-Historical   Maps   of  
the   Time   Period  
-Sunken   Ship  
Artifacts  
-TCI   Lesson   4  
Maps  
-Famous   Quotes  

sources.   
CRP4.  
Communicate  
clearly   and  
effectively   and  
with   reason.  
 
CRP7.   Employ  
valid   and   reliable  
research  
strategies.  
 
CRP11.   Use  
technology   to  
enhance  
productivity.  
 
MP2   Reason  
abstractly   and  
quantitatively.  
 
LS2.A:  
Interdependent  
Relationships   in  
Ecosystems.  

 

Unit   
Pacing  Essential   Questions  Enduring  

Understandings  Content  Skills  Assessment  NJSLS   CPI  Interdisciplinary  
Connections  

Unit   III  
 

Colonization  
 
 
 

 

7    weeks  What   influences   or  
challenges   impact  
the   migration   of  
people?  
 
How   does  
geography,   religion,  
natural   resources,  

Settlement   in   the  
Americas   had   a  
tremendous   impact  
on   the   indigenous  
people   and   those  
that   came   to   the  
Americas   and   in  
the   worldwide  

Reasons   the  
Europeans   settled  
in   the   New   World.  
 
Challenges   and  
successes   of   the  
early   European  
settlers.  

Apply   map  
skills   to  
analyze   the  
world   in  
spatial   terms.  
 
Analyze   and  
evaluate  

Formative   (FA3):  
Open   ended  
response   to   the   13  
original   English  
colonies.  
 
Summative  
( CA3A):  

6.1.8.A.1.a  
Compare   and  
contrast   forms   of  
governance,   belief  
systems,   and   family  
structures   among  
African,   European,  

RL.5.6 -   Describe  
how   a   narrator's   or  
speaker's   point   of  
view   influences  
how   events   are  
described.  
 

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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and   government  
affect   the  
development   of  
culture?  
 
How   has   triangular  
trade   and   slavery  
impacted   different  
groups   of   people?  
 
What   are   the  
positive   and  
negative  
consequences   of  
cultures   interacting?  
 
What   are   essential  
human   rights?  

political   and  
economic   climate.  
 
Slavery   was   an  
American   cultural,  
political,   and  
economic   issue.  
 
Geography  
influences   the  
development   of  
societies.  

 
Natural   resources  
impact   interactions  
between   European  
colonists   and  
Native   Americans.  
 
Geography  
influenced   the  
development   of   the  
colonial   regions.  
 
Development   the  
impact   of   the  
triangular   trade   had  
on   societies   and  
their   economies  
and   culture.   
 
The   effect   that   the  
Transatlantic   Slave  
Trade   had   on  
enslaved   peoples.   
 
The   demographics  
(i.e.,   race,   gender,  
and   economic  
status)   affected  
social,   economic,  
and   political  
opportunities  
during   the   Colonial  
era.  
 
Migratory  
experiences   of  
European   explorers  

primary  
sources.  
 
Understand   the  
reasons   for  
people   to  
immigrate   to   a  
new   place.  
 
Understand   the  
challenges   and  
successes   of  
the   colonists.  
 
Analyze  
cultures   of   the  
New   England,  
Middle,   and  
Southern  
colonial  
regions.   HCM  
 
Identify   and  
analyze   the  
triangular  
trade.   ACM  
 
 
 

Multiple   choice   and  
short   constructed  
response   questions  
on   the   first   three  
English   settlements  
in   North   America.  
 
Summative  
( CA3B):  
Multiple   choice   and  
short   constructed  
response   questions  
on   the   nuances   of  
the   three   colonial  
regions   (New  
England,   Middle,  
Southern).  
 
Benchmark:  
Question   9   from  
CA3A.  
 
Summative  
(CA3B):  
Short   constructed  
response   questions  
on   the   economic,  
political,   religious,  
and   geographical  
differences   of   the   3  
colonial   regions.  
 
Alternative  
Assessment:   
- Students  
research/share  
family   history   in  

and   Native  
American   groups.  
 
6.1.8.B.1.b  
Analyze   the   world  
in   spatial   terms  
(e.g.,   longitude,  
latitude)   using  
historical   maps   to  
determine   what   led  
to   the   exploration   of  
new   water   and   land  
routes.  
 
6.1.8.C.1.b  
Explain   why  
individuals   and  
societies   trade,   how  
trade   functions,   and  
the   role   of   trade  
during   this   period.  
 
6.1.8.D.1.b  
Explain   how  
interactions   among  
African,   European,  
and   Native  
American   groups  
began   a   cultural  
transformation.  
 
6.1.8.D.1.c  
Evaluate   the   impact  
of   the   Columbian  
Exchange   on  
ecology,  
agriculture,   and  

W.5.7   -   Conduct  
short   research  
projects   that   use  
several   sources   to  
build   knowledge  
through  
investigation   of  
different   aspects   of  
a   topic.   
 
W.5.8   -   Recall  
relevant  
information   from  
experiences   or  
gather   relevant  
information   from  
print   and   digital  
sources;  
summarize   or  
paraphrase  
information   in  
notes   and   finished  
work,   and   provide  
a   list   of   sources.  
 
RH.6-8.2  
Determine   the  
central   ideas   or  
information   of   a  
primary   or  
secondary   source;  
provide   an  
accurate   summary  
of   the   source  
distinct   from   prior  
knowledge   or  
opinions.  

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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and   enslaved  
people.  
 
Key   Terms:  
Colonial   regions,  
colonist,   indentured  
servant,    economy,  
House   of  
Burgesses,  
delegates,   Middle  
Passage,   West  
Africa,   triangular  
trade,   slavery,  
enslaved   Africans,  
cash   crops.  
 
Primary   Sources:  
-Mayflower  
Compact  
-John   White’s  
Drawings  
-John   Smith’s  
Writings   and   Maps  
-Atlantic   Slave  
Trade   Images  
-Famous   Quotes  

order   to   make  
connections   to   their  
ancestor’s   migratory  
experiences  
-   Label   13  
colonies/regions   on  
a   map  
-Show   your  
understanding   of   the  
triangular   trade  
-Compare   and  
contrast   different  
colonial   experiences  
for   various   groups  
of   people   and/or  
demographic  
profiles   (ie:   race,  
gender,   social   status,  
location   of  
settlement,   religion,  
etc.)  
-Compare   and  
contrast   different  
cultural   practices   of  
African   Americans  
and   European  
colonists  
-Analyze   primary  
sources  
 
 

culture   from  
different  
perspectives.  
 
6.1.8.A.2.a  
Determine   the   roles  
of   religious   freedom  
and   participatory  
government   in  
various   North  
American   colonies.  
 
6.1.8.A.2.b  
Explain   how   and  
why   early  
government  
structures  
developed,   and  
determine   the  
impact   of   these  
early   structures   on  
the   evolution   of  
American   politics  
and   institutions.  
 
6.1.8.A.2.c  
Explain   how  
demographics   (i.e.,  
race,   gender,   and  
economic   status)  
affected   social,  
economic,   and  
political  
opportunities   during  
the   Colonial   era.  
 
 

 
8.2.5.A.4  
Compare   and  
contrast   how  
technologies   have  
changed   over   time  
due   to   human  
needs   and  
economic,  
political   and/or  
cultural  
influences.   (The  
needs   of   colonists  
and   economic,  
political   and  
cultural   influences  
impacted  
technology  
(transportation/too 
ls/weapons).  
 
9.3.12.ED.5  
Demonstrate  
group  
collaboration   skills  
to   enhance  
professional  
education   and  
training   practice.  
 
CRP4.  
Communicate  
clearly   and  
effectively   and  
with   reason.  
 

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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6.1.8.B.2.a  
Determine   factors  
that   impacted  
emigration,  
settlement   patterns,  
and   regional  
identities   of   the  
colonies.  
 
6.1.8.B.2.b  
Compare   and  
contrast   how   the  
search   for   natural  
resources   resulted  
in   conflict   and  
cooperation   among  
European   colonists  
and   Native  
American   groups   in  
the   New   World.  
 
6.1.8.C.2.a  
Compare   the  
practice   of   slavery  
and   indentured  
servitude   in  
Colonial   labor  
systems.  
 
6.1.8.C.2.b  
Explain   the   system  
of   mercantilism   and  
its   impact   on   the  
economies   of   the  
colonies   and  
European   countries.  
 

CRP11.   Use  
technology   to  
enhance  
productivity.  
 
LS2.A:  
Interdependent  
Relationships   in  
Ecosystems.  

*This   unit   will   be   modified   for    special   education   students ,    English   language   learners ,    students   at   risk   of   school   failure ,    gifted   and   talented   students ,   and    students   with   504   plans  
according   to   the   specific   needs   of   students   and   activities   implemented.   
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6.1.8.C.2.c  
Analyze   the   impact  
of   triangular   trade  
on   multiple   nations  
and   groups.  
 
6.1.8.D.2.b  
Compare   and  
contrast   the  
voluntary   and  
involuntary  
migratory  
experiences   of  
different   groups   of  
people,   and   explain  
why   their  
experiences  
differed.  

  

Unit  Pacing  Essential   Questions  Enduring  
Understandings  Content  Skills  Assessment  NJSLS   CPI  Interdisciplinary  

Connections  
Unit   IV  

 
Causes   of  

the  
American  

Revolution  

7    weeks  How   does   point   of  
view   shape   the  
recording   of   history?  
 
What   causes   people  
to   rebel   or   seek  
independence?  
 
How   do   power  
struggles   affect  
interactions   between  
nations?  
 
What   are   essential  
human   rights?  
 

Disputes   over  
political   authority  
and   economic  
issues   contributed  
to   a   movement   for  
independence   in  
the   colonies.  
 
The   fundamental  
values   and  
principles   of  
American  
democracy   are  
expressed   in   the  
Declaration   of  
Independence.  

Causes   of   conflict  
between   Britain  
and   the   colonies.  
 
Impact   of   tension  
between   Britain  
and   the   colonies.  
 
Responses   of  
different   groups   to  
key   events   that   led  
to   the   American  
Revolution.  
 
Reasons   and  
significance   of   the  

Analyze   the  
impact   of  
British   taxes  
on   the  
colonies.   -  
HCM  
 
Analyze   and  
evaluate  
events   leading  
to   the  
American  
Revolution.  
-HCM  
 

Formative   (FA4):  
Short   constructed  
response   on   the  
decision   to   declare  
independence.  
 
Summative  
(CA4A):  
Matching,   multiple  
choice,   and   short  
answer   questions   on  
the   events   leading   to  
the   decision   to  
declare  
independence.  
 

6.1.8.C.1.b  
Explain   why  
individuals   and  
societies   trade,   how  
trade   functions,   and  
the   role   of   trade  
during   this   period.  
 
6.1.8.A.2.b  
Determine   the   roles  
of   religious   freedom  
and   participatory  
government   in  
various   North  
American   colonies.  
 

RI.5.3 -   Explain  
the   relationships  
or   interactions  
between   two   or  
more   individuals,  
events,   ideas,   or  
concepts   in   a  
historical,  
scientific,   or  
technical   text  
based   on   specific  
information   in   the  
text.  
 
W.5.1.a -  
Introduce   a   topic  
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How   do   people   react  
to   violations   of   their  
human   rights?  

 
A   democratic  
society   allows  
conflicted   views   to  
be   addressed   and  
acknowledged.  

Declaration   of  
Independence.  
 
A   democratic  
society   allows  
conflicted   points   of  
view   to   be  
addressed   and  
acknowledged.  
 
Key   Terms:  
taxation   without  
representation,   
Parliament,   act,  
repeal,   boycott,  
protest,   treason,  
propaganda,   treaty,  
independence,  
liberty.  
 
Key   People:   
King   George   III,  
patriot,   neutralist,  
loyalist,   Thomas  
Jefferson,  
Continental  
Congress,   Sons   and  
Daughters   of  
Liberty.  
 
Primary   Sources:  
-Declaration   of  
Independence  
-Thomas   Paine’s  
Common   Sense  

Analyze   the  
role   of  
propaganda   in  
the   colonies.-  
HCM  
 
Analyze   points  
of   view   held  
by   Patriots,  
Loyalists,   and  
Neutralists.   -  
HCM  
 
Understand  
the   main   ideas  
of   the   four  
parts   of   the  
Declaration   of  
Independence.  
-HCM  
  
 

Summative  
(CA4B):  
Multiple   choice   and  
short   answer  
questions   to   analyze  
the   impact   of   various  
points   of   view   in  
shaping   opinion  
related   to   the   subject  
of   independence.   
 
Alternative  
Assessment:   
- Analyze   primary  
sources  
-Cause   and   effect  
organizer   leading   up  
to   the   Revolution  
-Town   Meeting  
discussing   topics  
relevant   to   differing  
perspectives  
-Connect   ‘taxation  
without  
representation’   to  
current   life   examples  
-Act   out   historical  
events   
-   Would   you   have  
been   a   revolutionary  
in   1776?   Why   or  
why   not?  
 

6.1.8.A.2.b  
Explain   how   and  
why   early  
government  
structures  
developed,   and  
determine   the   impact  
of   these   early  
structures   on   the  
evolution   of  
American   politics  
and   institutions.  
 
6.1.8.B.3.a  
Assess   how   conflicts  
and   alliances   among  
European   countries  
and   Native  
American   groups  
impacted   the  
expansion   of   the  
American   colonies.  
 
6.1.8.C.3.a  
Explain   how   taxes  
and   government  
regulation   can   affect  
economic  
opportunities,   and  
assess   the   impact   of  
these   on   relations  
between   Britain   and  
its   North   American  
colonies.  
 
6.1.8.D.2.a  

or   text   clearly,  
state   an   opinion,  
and   create   an  
organizational  
structure   in   which  
ideas   are   logically  
grouped   to  
support   the  
writer's   purpose.  
 
RH.6-8.2  
Determine   the  
central   ideas   or  
information   of   a  
primary   or  
secondary   source;  
provide   an  
accurate   summary  
of   the   source  
distinct   from   prior  
knowledge   or  
opinions.  
 
9.3.12.ED.5  
Demonstrate  
group  
collaboration  
skills   to   enhance  
professional  
education   and  
training   practice.  
 
CRP4.  
Communicate  
clearly   and  
effectively   and  
with   reason.  
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-Paul   Revere’s  
engraving   of   the  
Boston   Massacre  
-Political   Cartoons  
-Olive   Branch  
Petition  
-Historical   Maps  
-Famous   Quotes  

Analyze   the   power  
struggle   among  
European   countries,  
and   determine   its  
impact   on   people  
living   in   Europe   and  
the   Americas.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.a  
Explain   how   the  
consequences   of   the  
Seven   Years   War,  
changes   in   British  
policies   toward  
American   colonies,  
and   responses   by  
various   groups   and  
individuals   in   the  
North   American  
colonies   led   to   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.b  
Explain   why   the  
Declaration   of  
Independence   was  
written   and   how   its  
key   principles  
evolved   to   become  
unifying   ideas   of  
American  
democracy.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.d  
Analyze   how  
prominent  

 
CRP11.   Use  
technology   to  
enhance  
productivity.  
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individuals   and   other  
nations   contributed  
to   the   causes,  
execution,   and  
outcomes   of   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
6.3.8.D.1  
Engage   in   simulated  
democratic  
processes   (e.g.,  
legislative   hearings,  
judicial   proceedings,  
elections)   to  
understand   how  
conflicting   points   of  
view   are   addressed  
in   a   democratic  
society.  
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Unit  Pacing  Essential   Questions  Enduring  
Understandings  Content  Skills  Assessment  NJSLS   CPI  Interdisciplinary  

Connections  
Unit   V  

 
American  

Revolution  

7   weeks  What   is   a  
revolution?  
 
What   factors  
influence   the  
outcomes   of  
revolutions?  
 
How   does  
geography   play   an  
integral   role   in   war?   
 
How   does   war  
impact   different  
groups   of   people?  
 
Why   do   empires  
fall?  

Geography,  
strategy,   resources,  
motivation   and  
alliances   directly  
influenced   the  
outcome   of   the  
American  
Revolution.   
 
Conflict   can   lead   to  
change.  

Strengths   and  
weaknesses   of   the  
Continental   and  
British   armies.  
 
Role   of   George  
Washington.  
 
New   Jersey’s   role  
in   the   American  
Revolution.  
 
Perspectives   of  
various   groups  
living   in   the  
colonies   and    the  
effect   of    the   war  
on   these   groups.  
 
Effects   of   the  
Treaty   of   Paris   on  
various   groups.  
 
Key   Terms:   
allies,   strategies,  
motivation,   militia,  
Continental   Army,  
Treaty   of   Paris.  
 
Key   People:   
George  
Washington,   Lord  
Cornwallis.  
 
 

Understand  
New   Jersey’s  
role   in   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
Evaluate   the  
impact   of  
geography   on  
the   execution  
and   outcome  
of   the  
American  
Revolutionary  
War.  
 
Analyze   the  
impact   of  
George  
Washington  
and   other  
prominent  
figures,  
nations,   and  
groups   of  
people   on   the  
causes,  
execution,   and  
outcomes   of  
the   American  
Revolution.  
ACM.  
 
Analyze   the  
viewpoint   of  

Formative   (FA5): .  
Short   constructed  
response   about   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
Summative  
(CA5A):  
Multiple   choice   and  
short   constructed  
response   questions  
on   the   key   events,  
people   and  
influences   of   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
Benchmark:  
Question   10   from  
CA5A.  
 
Summative  
(CA5B):  
Multiple   choice   and  
short   constructed  
response   questions  
on   the   influences   to  
the   execution   and  
outcome   of   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
Alternative  
Assessment:   
- Analyze   primary  

6.1.8.B.3.c  
Use   maps   and   other  
geographic   tools   to  
evaluate   the   impact  
of   geography   on   the  
execution   and  
outcome   of   the  
American  
Revolutionary   War.  
 
6.1.8.B.3.d  
Explain   why   New  
Jersey’s   location  
played   an   integral  
role   in   the   American  
Revolution.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.c  
Analyze   the   impact  
of   George  
Washington   as  
general   of   the  
American  
revolutionary   forces  
and   as   the   first  
president   of   the  
United   States.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.d  
Analyze   how  
prominent  
individuals   and  
other   nations  
contributed   to   the  
causes,   execution,  

W.5.2.a -  
Introduce   a   topic  
clearly,   provide   a  
general  
observation   and  
focus,   and   group  
related  
information  
logically;   include  
formatting   (e.g.,  
headings),  
illustrations,   and  
multimedia   when  
useful   to   aiding  
comprehension.  
 
W.5.2.b -   Develop  
the   topic   with  
facts,   definitions,  
concrete   details,  
quotations,   or  
other   information  
and   examples  
related   to   the  
topic.  
 
RH.6-8.2  
Determine   the  
central   ideas   or  
information   of   a  
primary   or  
secondary   source;  
provide   an  
accurate   summary  
of   the   source  
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Primary   Sources:  
-Historical   Maps  
-Treaty   of   Paris  
-Images   of   Valley  
Forge  
-Recruitment  
Poster  
-George  
Washington’s  
Birthright   Speech  
-Images   of   Battles  
-Famous   Quotes  
 
Secondary   Sources:  
Emmanuel  
Leutze’s   painting  
of   Washington  
Crossing   the  
Delaware.  

groups   directly  
affected   by   the  
American  
Revolution.  
HCM  
 
Understand  
the   results   of  
the   Treaty   of  
Paris.  

sources  
-Analyze   how  
geography   impacted  
battles   of   the  
Revolutionary   War   
-Analyze  
locations/geography  
in   New   Jersey   as  
being   integral   in   the  
Revolution   (ie:  
Morristown,  
Washington   Rock,  
Princeton,  
Monmouth,   Trenton,  
etc.)  
-   Compare   and  
contrast   the   impact  
of   the   war   on  
different   peoples(ie:  
socioeconomic  
groups,   Native  
Americans,   African  
Americans,   women,  
etc.)   

and   outcomes   of   the  
American  
Revolution.  
 
6.1.8.D.3.e  
Examine   the   roles  
and   perspectives   of  
various  
socioeconomic  
groups   (e.g.,   rural  
farmers,   urban  
craftsmen,   northern  
merchants,   and  
southern   planters),  
African   Americans,  
Native   Americans,  
and   women   during  
the   American  
Revolution,   and  
determine   how   these  
groups   were  
impacted   by   the  
war.  
 

distinct   from   prior  
knowledge   or  
opinions.  
 
8.2.5.A.4  
Compare   and  
contrast   how  
technologies   have  
changed   over   time  
due   to   human  
needs   and  
economic,  
political   and/or  
cultural  
influences.  
(enhancements   in  
strategies,  
communication,  
weapons   and   tools  
played   a  
significant   impact  
in   the   emergence  
of   the   United  
States).  
 
9.3.12.ED.5  
Demonstrate  
group  
collaboration  
skills   to   enhance  
professional  
education   and  
training   practice.  
 
CRP4.  
Communicate  
clearly   and  
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effectively   and  
with   reason.  
 
CRP11.   Use  
technology   to  
enhance  
productivity.  
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